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The Green Clinic in Ruston, Louisiana was established in 1948 with the philosophy that a cooperative effort 
among physicians was needed for the community to receive the best possible medical care. The clinic has 
developed into a true multi-specialty group practice, with approximately 50 physicians providing patient 
care that spans 25 different specialties.  In addition to a primary office facility and a hospital in Ruston, the 
Green Clinic operates six satellite facilities, two in Ruston and four in the surrounding 80 mile rural area.

Prior to using Bomgar, the Green Clinic’s IT department used LogMeIn Rescue and LogMeIn Central to 
provide remote support to users. While the IT support team found these tools adequate for performing 
unilateral tasks, such as deploying a software update, they did not support sharing a technician’s 
screen—a capability that enables support reps to remotely teach users how to perform tasks 
independently through impromptu classroom sessions during support calls. Instead, training required a 
costly trip to the remote location to teach the user in-person or downtime as the employee traveled to the 
main location for workshops. Additionally, as clinic personnel began relying more heavily on smartphones 
and tablets to perform their work, the IT department saw the need for a remote support solution that 
could support those devices as well.

NEEDING A ROBUST SOLUTION TO SERVE GROWING NEEDS

“Because we’re a medical clinic, we can’t put support issues on the back burner,” said Jason Thomas, IT 
Director and Chief Information Officer for the Green Clinic. “Before Bomgar, when we got a call from one of 
our remote locations, we often had to send out a support rep to make sure the problem didn’t disrupt 
their work. It was a time-consuming and expensive workflow.”

Approximately three and one half years ago the clinic’s IT department deployed a full electronic records 
management system for its facilities. “We chose a Dell KACE appliance for IT system management as part of 
that records management solution,” said Thomas.  “Dell KACE was running a promotion at the time to 
demo Bomgar. Once we tried it, we knew it was the remote support tool for us. It gave us everything we 
had with the previous tools plus a whole lot more.”

In addition to gaining screen-sharing capabilities, Thomas and his team of four support reps have realized 
a number of other advantages when providing remote support with Bomgar. One is the ease with which 
the support reps can establish connections with users’ devices. With LogMeIn Rescue, the support reps 
had to direct users to a webpage and ask them to enter a passcode to establish a connection. The IT 
department later added LogMeIn Central, which places an agent on the user’s computer to streamline 
connections. However, the remote support team still found the process tedious. 

“We were spending more time trying to get into the system and making sure agents were up-to-date and 
loaded on the machine than we actually did providing support. With Bomgar’s Jump Point technology, we 
can establish connections quickly without putting agents on the users’ computers, even if the device is 
unattended,” said Thomas. Thomas also appreciates that Bomgar has enabled him to customize portals 
that employees visit when they need support. Employees only need to click on an available remote 
support technician’s name to start a session.

THE GREEN CLINIC
SUPPORTING A GEOGRAPHICALLY DISPERSED MULTI-SPECIALTY HEALTHCARE CLINIC

“If a nurse is tied up at her desk 
trying to figure out an error, 
she is not seeing a patient. The 
doctor then falls behind and we 
end up with patients waiting to 
be seen longer than necessary. 
Our organization treats people, 
not computer issues, so it all 
comes down to getting our 
staff back to providing quality 
healthcare as soon as possible. 
Bomgar is essential to my team in 
accomplishing that goal.”

J A S O N  T H O M A S 
IT DIRECTOR & CHIEF INFORMATION 
OFFICER
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GAINING THE ABILITY TO HANDLE A WIDE RANGE
OF SUPPORT ISSUES

Security is another important feature of the Bomgar solution for the 
clinic. “We have to be HIPAA compliant, so security underlies every single 
thing we do. We can’t afford to have patient information lost or leaked 
out. Our Bomgar B200 appliance is hosted within our firewall, not out in 
the cloud like the remote support tools we used previously. It also 
integrates with Active Directory for password authentication,” said 
Thomas. Additionally, Thomas appreciates that Bomgar’s Embassy feature 
enables him to securely control and monitor vendor access to the clinic’s 
network. Using Embassy, Thomas can define privileges for each vendor 
that needs access to the Green Clinic’s network, limiting the systems they 
can access. Bomgar logs every action a vendor takes while on the 
network for added security. 

With approximately 450 employees and 700 supported devices, Thomas 
and his team get a wide variety of support requests and rely on Bomgar 
to solve them quickly in a manner that creates a positive experience for 
the end users. “We might have a floater nurse taking over for someone 
who is sick who is having trouble with a software application or an 
unusual error message popping up on a screen at an X-ray workstation. In 
the past, the user would send us a screenshot of what they were seeing 
or call and try to describe it, but with Bomgar, we can share their screen 
and show them how to solve the issue in real time, often with nothing 
more than their name needed to find them and connect. We can now 
support smartphones and tablets as well. And if a call comes in after 
hours from a doctor or the hospital, I can provide remote support with 
Bomgar from my smartphone from almost anywhere.”

Overall, Thomas believes Bomgar plays an integral role in supporting the 
mission of the Green Clinic. “Our product is not selling things to people. 
Our product is the care we provide to patients,” said Thomas. “If a nurse is 
tied up at her desk trying to figure out an error, she is not seeing a 
patient. The doctor then falls behind and we end up with patients waiting 
to be seen longer than necessary. Our organization treats people, not 
computer issues, so it all comes down to getting our staff back to 
providing quality healthcare as soon as possible. Bomgar is essential to 
my team in accomplishing that goal.”

ABOUT BOMGAR 

Bomgar provides remote support solutions for easily and securely supporting computing systems and mobile devices. The company’s appliance-based 
products help organizations improve tech support efficiency and performance by enabling them to securely support nearly any device or system, 
anywhere in the world — including Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android, BlackBerry and more.  More than 8,000 organizations across 65 countries have 
deployed Bomgar to rapidly improve customer satisfaction while dramatically reducing costs. Bomgar is privately held with offices in Jackson, Atlanta, 
Washington D.C., Paris and London, and on the web at www.bomgar.com.


